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For those who have been faithful, O Lord, life is not
ended, but merely changed; and when this earthly
aboded dissolves, an eternel dwelling place awaits
them in heaven.
If a tiny baby could think, it
would be afraid of birth. To
leave the only world it has
known would seem a kind of
death. But immediately after
birth the child would find it-
self in loving arms, show-
ered with affection and
cared for at every moment
Surely the baby would say "I
was foolish to doubt God's






For the Christian, passing
through death is really a birth
into a new and better world.
Those who are left behind
should not grieve as if there
were no hope. Life is
changed, not taken away
Our dear ones live on, in a
world beautiful beyond any-
thing we can imagine. There
they await the day when they
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Mary Ann T. Daly
French
Catherine A. Dawson














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mary Prats & Amy
84
Karen Lynch & Megan O'Brien Brian Martin & James O'Connor
fc
Colleen Walsh & Katie Donnellan Jackie Perella & Amy Falite
Eric Scholten & Mike Higgins
Greg Cote & Ed Chambers









Bill Jarry, Bug Kucyn & Chris Mansour Vicky Badavas & Maureen
VanVliet
Colleen Blake & Anne Hunt Kathleen Lundy & Tricia Darcy
86
Tim Delaney & Brian DiStassio Kelly Smith & Allison Bastiani
l
Scott Regan & Brian Scott Lauren Estvanik & Diane Brady























































Maura Sullivan, Monica Thornton, Allison Egbert,
and Maryanne Makredes
2 Cityview Street:











Caren Lynch, Erin Clarke, Kate
\lexander, and Megan O'Brien
Cambridge Street
Apartments:
Rich Weicher and Jake
Hathorne
New Autumn Chase #10:
Mary Kate O'Brien, Melissa McGunagle, Courtney Regan,
and Anne Sauer
107
Old Autumn Chase # 20
25 Caro Street:
BR: Dacia Benson, Kirsten Duncan, Kim Houde, Julie Patalano, Alicia
Phelan; FR: Greta Lako, Sarah Dineen, Christine Henwood,
and Erin Boyd. Missing: Aubrey Hensley
108
15 Caro Street:
Greg Cote, Kerry Mahon, Ed Chambers, and Rich Reilly
28 Caro Street:









Kim McMahon, Jill Giordano, Val Hillis,
Anne Cloherty, Trisha Kraeger, Liz Sullivan,
Steph Trentacoste, Christine Bernacki, and Aileen Hughes and Werner
Lauren Thomas Christine Wyman
Kerry Mahon and Bill
W TJ\ }
Greg Cote, Kathleen Herson, Beth Tivnan, Becca Sullivan,
and Matt Valentino




Brian Buckley, Zev Garfall, Dan Fluit, Mike Smith,
and Brett Butler
Lina Suran, Jill Giordano,
Tania Ogullkian, and
Danielle Penzarella Kelly Kavanagh, Alyssa Williams,
Erin Clarke, Amy Falite, Adam Lunardini,
and Jackie Perella
110
Chrissy Ostrowski, Marian Lemos, Joe Francis,
McKenzie Lyons, Kate Murphy, Adrian Luz,..., Kelly
Kavanagh, Eric Javier, Amy Falite, John Suminski, Tom Adam Lunardmi, Ted Duffy, John
Feeney, Katie Curley, Alyssa Williams, Jackie Perella, Myers, and Kevin Carmody
and Chris Browne
Dan Durkin and Melissa
jvIcGunagle
Anne Cloherty, Erin McCrave, Erin O'Hara, Kathleen Lundy,
Sarah Lanning, Tricia Darcy, Liz Sullivan, Jess Shedd, and Kim
McMahon
Mark Costiglio, John Beczak, Tim Bennett, and
Dan Lambert Sharon Longo and Pat Kelly
WSi
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Holy Cross NROTC Seniors
BR: Jon P. Bourdon, Scott Larson, Damu E. Courtney, Eric D. Purcell,
Luke A. Gove, Brian E. Kaveney, Richard H. Nichols FR: Jason D. Kipp,
Robert J. Crawford, Jr., Andrew E. Nelson
Choir
118
L to R: Aimee O'Rourke, Shannon Collins, Jen Short, Andrea Cutone,
Monica Frattaroli, Jared Wojnicki, Tiffany Forti, Tim DiMarco, Marga-
ret Motto, Paul McCormick, Jeff Croke, Emil Penarubia, Bob Hume,
Shelly Bard, Matt Bartos
Bishop Healy Multicultural Society
to R: Timothy McKinley: Treasurer, Holly Hyde: Publicity Co-Chair,
s/hchael McDonald: Publicity Co-Chair, Steven Siewart: Secretary, Anne
Tawkins: Guest Speaker, Sara Dorsey: President, Norda Hall: Vice Presi-
ient, Mercedes Ramirez: Senior Advisor, Kristin Hopman: SGA Repre-
sentative




Norda Hall and Sara Dorsey with Profes-
sor Feehan (Philosophy) and wife, Alice 119
Women's Forum Executive Board
L to R: Melissa Johnson - Co-Chair, Leslie Crockett,







L to R: (Back Row) Christine Ostrowski, Lisa Smith, Meagan Zipp,
Holly Hyde, Valerie Hillis, Trisha Kraeger, Kim Lally, Judy McDermott,












C. Smith, S. Ross
121
Student Coalition on Hunger and
Homelessness (SCOHAH)
Co-Chairs: Lynn Campbell and Christine Barber
Appalachia Group Leaders
L to R: (Back Row) Anne Sauer, Anabela Vasconcelos, Deirdre O'Connor,
Mark Chrostowski, Kerry Mahon, Joe Keane, Erin Ronan; (Front Row)
Emily Rauer, Laura Marcucio, Mike Bourque, Renee Zannini, Rob Croak,




Good Time/, Marching Band
to R: (row 1) Katie Hallee, Andrea Cuone, Tim Service, Chuck Putney, Matt Thompson, Ryan
Kelsey (Drum Major); (row 2) Mike Chesnes, Valerie Weeks, Kelly Dease; (row 3) Melissa Phair,
Teather Connors, Kimberly Jackson, Meghan Sinton, Rick Schneeberg, Julie Evans, Andrew
•Cucyn; (row 4) Jaime deLeon, Neil O'Brien, Dave Galalis, Jared Wojnicki, Dan DiFranco; (row
5) Jennifer Paulhus, Theresa Hannon, Brian Kingsbury, Matt Merritt, Tanya Pereira, Thomas
ierry, Seamus Marrion; (row 6) Elizabeth Parsons, James Caccese, Karen Headlock, Wendy
atunk, (WPI student), Mark Lucier. Missing from photo: Stephanie Babinski, Annemarie
3owen, Alanna Breen, Melissa Foley, Monica Frattaroli, Beth Gerlach, Alvaro Gonzalez, Jen
rieco, Bob Hume, Darren Kempner, Dan Larson, Michael Mahoney, Craig Newell, Patrick
D'Brien, Jen Ronelli, Jim Rigg, Meredith Ruff, Jeremy Santacroce, Kelly Sullivan, Sara Sullivan,








Executive Board Members include: Chris Krai, President; Sean Conroy,
V.P. Program; Orest Bauer, V.P Activities, Patty Foster, Treasurer;
Bridget Ambrose, Secretary; Iris Ponte and Zack Zichitella, Publicity;
Anna Lucey, SGA Rep.; Patrick Dury, Membership; Ben Hughes, Store-
keeper; Matt Lotterhand, Alumni Rel.; Christine Yourell, Computer
Spec; Susan Schumann, Historian; Kate Lyrintzis, Dietician
124
Holy Cross Men's Rugby Football Club
L to R: (Back Row) Pat Kane, Adam Krolewski, Strati Katopodis (Presi-
dent), Steven Gildea, Rich Topping, Scott Love, Matt Weiss (Vice President),
Kevin Spinale, Jeff Harvey; (Front Row) Mike Smith, Pat Lovett (Treasurer),
Ryan McGrath (Match Secretary), Rob Guarneri, Steve Bowen, Brendan
McDermott, Pat Kenny Missing from photo: Pat Garry, Kevin English (So-
cial Secretary), Luke Gove
Holy Cross Women's Ice Hockey
Team members include: Cheryl Bodek, Courtney Nugent, Jenny Strupeck, Steph LeClair,
Alicia Phelan, Steph Dowd, Cate McDunough, Angel Sheridan, Kristin Gudowitz, Julie
Meyer, Sarah Baden, Steph Santangelo, Lisa Andeen, Allie Roberts, Audra Cabot, Kelly
Ford
Coaches include: Devin Dangler, John Sheehy, Todd Scatini, Tim Bennett & Kevin Gilligan
125
WCHC
L to R: (Top Row) Matt Quinn, Mike Foley, Chris LeCamera; (Bottom
Row) Billy Tully, Christine Bernacki (Programming Director), Greg Cote
(Station Manager), Elizabeth Sullivan, Trevor Atwell (Music Director).
Missing from photo: Luke O'Neill, Damu Courtney, Mike Meyers, Karl










Co-Editors-in-Chief: Melissa McGunagle & Megan O'Brien
A ^ 1
1st Row: Darren Kempner - Advertising Co-Editor, Chris Krai - Business
Co-Editor. 2nd Row: Katie Gilles -Sports Editor, Anne Sauer, Andrew
Gontarz -Freshman Co-Editor, Brian Rudzinski. Standing: Carolin Suarez
Business Co-Editor, Beth Tivnan, Melissa McGunagle - Co-Editor-in-Chief
Megan O'Brien - Co-Editor-in-Chief, Allison Santangelo - Freshman Co-
Editor. Missing: Raquel Ruano - Secretary, Jeff Collura - Photography
128 Editor, Jayne Lachiewicz- Advertising Co-Editor, and Nicole Bell.
Letter from the Editors
To all members of the Holy Cross Community,
As Co-Editors of the 1998 Purple Patcher yearbook, we would like to
extend our most sincere appreciation to all those who helped to make
this book possible. We would like to thank Dr. Peter Simonds, Sandy
Shook, Dan Smith of Jostens Publishing Company, Caren Corin of
Davor Photography, and the entire yearbook staff. Our job could not
have been completed without the help of these important individuals.
We would also like to offer our deepest symapathies on behalf of the
Holy Cross Community, to the families and friends of Mary Jean
Demazure, Gary Vander Veer and Michele Webster. The 1998 Purple
Patcher is dedicated to their memory.
Finally, as Co-Editors we would like to extend our sincere hope that
this book meets the expectations of the community. We did our best to
include as many members of the community as possible in the attempt
to capture many memories for all students, faculty, family and friends
of the college. In years to come, we hope this book serves its purpose in
keeping the College of the Holy Cross close in our hearts and minds.
It is with bittersweet feelings that we say goodbye to Holy Cross
days and to the friends and faculty that were so much a part of our ex-
perience here. We would like to take this final opportunity to share our
gratitude to the college, and to wish both congratulations and the best
of luck to the class of 1998.
Sincerely,
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Mary O'Brien, Kurt Melien,
and Emily DeMarchena
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Darel Cragnolin, Mary Ann Daly,
Lauren Thomas, Lisa Merlini,
Cheryl Bodek, Sarah Lanning
Jason Willoughby, Nick Kenney, Jen
Schimmenti, Ellen Berichon, Cara Fauci
i
Pete Furmonavicius, Laura Greg Watts, Megan Lydon, Tiffany Fein,
Greene, Joe Alberta, Kim Molly Farmer, Danielle Penzarella, Laura
McMahon Murphy, Shayan Santicola, Erin McCrave,
|
Kelly Burke
AUSTRALIA, ENGLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY, IRELAND, ITALY, |l[
134
ABROAD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Damien McGough, Steve Dedyo,
Brian Hurley, Dai Wakabayashi,
Chris Ruettgers
Nfoncy Lejava, Spanish friend, Mary
D'Brien, Emily DeMarchena, and
Ellen Pollis








Irish friend with Morgan Tini
LUXEMBOURG, SPAIN, SCOTLAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
135
Erin McCrave and Danielle
Penzarella








Kelly O'Connor, Marie-Alana Cassullo, Mor- Chris Korzen, Nicole Bell,
gan Tini, Erinne Meenaghan, Bridget Keegan and Tamara Konig
136
Munsbach, Luxembourg (May Term)
L to R, Top Row: Kelley Finneran, Raquel Ruano; Middle Row: E.B. McCusker-Concannon, Chris Ruettgers, Marcy Henderson (Clark student), Kevin
Gilligan, Brian Hurley, Chuck (Clark student); Bottom Row: Kim Durland, Erin Clarke, Melissa McGunagle, Brian Serignese, Jack Conway
Sicily, Italy
L to R, Top Row: Rita Muraca, Liz Finn, Rich
Weicher; Bottom Row: Tiffany Forti, Friend, Nicole
Nicas
Edinburgh, Scotland
L to R: Mark DePrizio, Rich Reilly,
Scottish man, Rob Bennett, Jon
Chang
137
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1997 Team members : John Aloisi, Bobby Andrews, Joel Beck, Ben Berger, Tom Bestpitch, Noah Bickford, Pa
Birmingham, Ian Bishop, Dominic Blue, Dan Boland, Tavares Brewington, Giancarlo Carrigone, Joe Chambers, Mik
Chadman, Jay Close, Sandro Colaruso, Patrick Colgan, Ryan Collar, La Juan Coney, Chris Conley, Chris Connelh
Brian Corales, Damian Dalrymple, Brandon Davis, B.J. Donahue, Matt Doran, Barrett Doxsey, Jacob Dubreuil, Micha*
Duffy, Ted Duffy, Mike Egirous, Jack Egle, Dana Fiatarone, Alex French, James Grabowski, Andrew Harriman, Ton I
Harrison, Josh Heitsch, Chris Hilson, Brian Hopkins, Matt Kay, Zach Kimball, Matt Kives, Chris Kobylinski, Je:|
Laboranti, Nate LaFleche, Troy LaRose, Clayton Lemmer, James Liljedahl, David Lockey, Mike Masterson, Joh
McCarthy, John McCarthy, Robert Milton, Dan Monahan, Tim Moran, Josh Morse, John Myers, Robert Naedele, Dal
Oliver, Chris Oquendo, Matt Pascale, Anthony Pecora, David Puloka, Patrick Quay, Tom Quinn, Brad Raber, JcJ
Repshis, Nate Robbins, Patrick Robinson, Sedrick Rogers, Mike Ryan, Joe Saunders, Bill Schewe, P.J. Schiano, Eri!'
Scholten, Steve Schuster, Robert Sewell, Keith Sharp,
Grey Simpson, Luke Sinkhorn, Steve Spagnolo, Brian
Stapp, Michael Sturgeon, K.C. Sullivan, Kevin
Szelagowski, Antonio Thompson, FrankTraupman,
Tom Upshaw, Justin Vanderkooi, Daniel Visalli, J.R.
Walz, Mike Wilkerson, Bryon Williams, Aaron
Woods, Bruce Zaniol
Head Coach: Dan Allen















Men's Soccer team in San Francisco
1997 Men's Soccer team includes:
Jeff Colon, Nicholas Vuono, Anthony
Serhan, Jason Lee, Jeff Carroll, Kyle
Bartlett, Julian Wright, Lawrence
Shelley, J.D. Garcia, Patrick Garcia, Mat
Maloney, Matt Leitao, Rob O'Brien,
Brian Pultz, Bryant Clark, Marc
Mercadante, Jake McDowell, George
Maillis, Matt Leonardo, Drew Larson,
Keon Baxter, Scott Love, Chris Earle &
Joe O'Dea.












































1997 Women's Soccer Team:
Lauren Snayd, Tiffany DeCoff,
Mary Anne Staley, Dana Keith,
Brigid Donohue, Michelle





Razukas, Jamie Ryan, Callie
Avis, Becky Payton, Elizabeth








Back Row: Jen Fank, Joi Carter, Kathy Attar, Jennie Carreo,
Jamie Richitelli, Peter Viteritti (Head Coach); Front Row: Katie
Lynch, Janna Murgia, Gretel Gerhardt, Melissa Fay; Far left:







HOLY CROSS MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
Patriot League Championships at Colgate
Top (1 to r): Tracey Scott, Liz Shannon, Kristen Joyce, Kristen Kelly, Katie LeClair, Beth Coughlin,
Gretchen Wernig, Coach Al Halper Bottom (1 to r): Sarah Johnson, MaryKate O'Brien, Becca
Sullivan, Paula Dirubbo, Eileen Lennon, Katie Fobert, Kristen Millian
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len's Team members include: Emily Audette, Tarah
ijiste, Kathryn Belgiorno, Margaret Callie, Katie Coddaire,
i Coughlin, Melissa Cunningham, Paula Dirubbo,
fci;uerite DoRosario, Katie Fobert, Amy Gebhard, Jill Glaser,
;jy Johnson, Sarah Johnson, Kristen Joyce, Ann Juliano,
i en Kelly, M. Kathryn Kennedy, Jessica Kieliszak, Katie
= air, Eileen Lennon, Jennifer McSweeney, Kristen Millian,
jry Novarro, MaryKate O'Brien, Amy Poland, Laura Regis,
if Scott, Elizabeth Shannon, Rebecca Sullivan, Elise
e.'ault, Gretchen Wernig, and Kirsten Whitaker
Above:
Women's team members warm down after a race: (1 to r) Katie Fobert, MaryKate O'Brien, Tracy Scott, Liz Shannon, and Beth
Coughlin
Below:
Both Men's and Women's team members enjoy the ride to the League Championships at Colgate.
Men's Team members include: Jared Belliveau, Bill Benedict, Gregory Cate, John Condon, Mark Freta, Andrew
Gara, David Halajko, John Hammen, Matthew Krywy, Dan Lang, Steve Mack, Vincent McGinn, Brian
McNamara, Matthew Skahill, Paul Sullivan, David Tinsley, Stephen Turner, and Brendan Walsh
161
H.C. Women's Field Hockey
.
The Holy Cross Field Hockey Team claimed the Patriot
League title as a triumphant end to their 1997 season.
Members of the Patriot League Championship team include:
Jes Gulino, Annie Lavigne, Patty Foster, Kim Ferguson, Alyssa Williams,
Colleen Schmitt, Erin O'Hara, Ali Roberts, Meg Sullivan, Marian Lemos,
Ellen Barnidge, Caitlin Cusack, Maura McGonagle, Sarah Cox, Megan j
McCloskey, Brooke Dusoe, Tammy Xayachack, Kim Lally, Maquel Salley,
Michelle Fecteau, and Kate Sitterly
Captains: Marian Lemos, Erin O'Hara, and Alyssa Williams. <
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iMarian Lemos dem-
onstrates skill as she
competes against a
Hofstra player.
Senior team members include tri-captains Marian Lemos, Alyssa Williams,






















6 Rhode Island 1
Colgate 6
5 Hartford 4
1997 Women's Tennis Team:
Maria Cizmar, Miranda Evans,
Marissa Golden, Jennifer
Jenkins, Natalie Kostich, Nicole
Leber, Allison Lynch, Michaela





1998 Men's Tennis Team Includes:
Chris Antonelli- Captain, Colin
Blair, Rob Connolly, Josh Giguere,
Don Larson, Jamie Linden, Brian
Smith, Mike Sullivan















4 New Hampshire 3
Jamie Linden '00
165
1998 H.C Golf Team
Team members include: Richard Cook, John Beczak, Bill Link, Patrick
Murphy, Rob Croak, Bob Monahan, Paul Leone, Chris Doyle, Mike
Pasqua, Steve Brown
Head Coach: Bob Molt
Co-Captains: Richard Cook and John Beczak
—167
1997-1998 H.C. Men's Basketball
Team Members include: Chris Shea, Chris Spitler, Thomas Nelson, John
Hightower, Colin Boddicker, Tony Gutierrez, Jared Curry, James Stowers,







1998 Patriot League Champs
*- •**" $
1997-1998 H.C. Women's Bas-
ketball Team: Lara Marcsisin,
Summer Ivan, Monika
Rothemich, Veronica Jutras,
Amy O'Brien, Alison Dietz,
Justine Grace, Anna Kinne,
Tiffinay Rutnik, Sofia Pena,
Vanessa Fabbre, Rebecca
Donovan.





1997-1998 H.C. Men's Hockey
Team Members include: Scott Simpson, Jon Callanan, Mike Maguire, John
Foristall, Tim Cantwell, Bill Link, Jim Whelan, Mike Dussault, Chris
Fattey, Kevin Dwyer, Mike Pasqua, Paul Carroll, Brett Cagliuso, Mike
Ortwein, Brian Akashian, Joe Cavanagh, Jeremy Tevald, Scott Sullivan,
Dan Gustafson, Phil Barner, Jesse Sullivan, Joe Roache, Ryan Giannini,
Brian Gouthro, Chris Antonelli, Tom Ormondroyd, and Mark Pannitto.
Captain: Jon Callanan
Asst. Captains: Mike Ortwein and Jesse Sullivan
Senior forward, John
Foristall heads for the
goal in the H.C. game
against St. Anselm.
172
Junior defenseman Dan Gustafson blocks the net during the H.C.-St.
Anselm game.




Men's Team: (Front Row) Scott Espiritu, Bob Juda, Nick Braccia, Aaron
Qureshi, Mick Durkin, Chip Luz, Rob Bennett, Dan Corsetti; (Back Row)
Coach Brian Boyer, Bob Tarr, Brian McCarthy, Peter Juda, Sean Egan,
Ryan Flinn, Brian Crimmins, Coach Barry Parenteau, Eric Bovim, Dave
Figur, Jack Gerstenmaier, Bryan, Lawless, Brian Long, Lovis Minora,








Women's Team: (Front Row) Jayne Lachiewich, Siobhan O'Neil, Shannon
O'Connor, Colleen Walsh, Monica Thornton, Sarah Lanning, Allison
Egbert, Jen O'Brien, Kelly Wilde, Kelly Kunst; (Back Row) Coach Brian
Boyer, Kara Brennen, Stefanie Lawlor, Laurie Craigen, Bridget Figur, Emily
Maloney, Sarah LaGosh, Kate Cornell, Coach Barry Parenteau, Cara Curtis,
Jen Gibbons, Katrina Allen, Noreen Coughlin, Coach Paul Parenteau.







Team Members include: James Piorkowski, Anthony Pecora, John Peirano,
Mike Macholz, Dan Cherney, Jeff Miller, Jason Jenkins, Joseph Repshis,
Patrick McKeon, Liam O'Keefe, Ryan Kenny, Steve Roberts, James
Sweeney, James Rhyu, Dan Morrill, Jason Yacavone, Tim Fortune, Corey
Czajka, John Sheehy, Tom Spoth, Mike Kardas, Ben Power, Mike Farrell,





Top Left: Coach Neville Top Right: Tiffany DeCoff
Team Members: Briana Crane, Tiffany DeCoff, Allison Egbert, Rebecca Ellis, Amy Falite,
Genoa Groch, Sarah Heywood, Jennifer Jenkins, Alexis Lyons, Stephanie Marcucci, Jamie
Olenoski, Stacey Robbins, Jennifer Ruggierio, Julieanne Sees, Amanda Stepp, Sarah Thomas,
and Shelly Richard
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Men's Indoor and Outdoor
Track and Field
Men's Team Members include: Jared
Belliveau, William Benedict, Thomas
Boyle, John Byrnes, Gregory Cate, Mai
thew Collins, John Condon, Matthew
Dowgert, Patrick Dury, Mark Fretta,
Andrew Gara, David Halajko, John
Hammen, Scott Hinds, David Koenig,
Matthew Krywy, Daniel Lang, Steven
Mack, Michael Maggi, Kerry Mahon,
Stephen Manzo, Christopher Mann,
James Martin, John McCarthy, Vincenl
McGinn, Brian McNamara, Timothy
Moran, Michael Nozzolillo, David
Puloka, Mark Reynolds, Jason Roberts]
and Edward Ryan
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Somen's Track and Field members include:
atie Alexander, Emily Audette, Julie
ettencourt, Kate Brennan, Margaret Callie,
anessa Carnevale, Meghan Cepetelli, Katie
:odaire, Beth Coughlin, Leslie Crockett, Carrie
,'roucher, Melissa Cunningham, Jessica
)elaney, Paula Dirubbo, Marguerite DoRosario,
[elsey Dreher, Katie Fobert, Trish Fyfe, Tricia
iabor, Amy Gebhard, Sharon Gentile, Gretel
ierhardt, Jill Glaser, Kristin Hopman, Jamie Ian,
tacey Johnson, Sarah Johnson, Kristen Joyce,
j\n Marie Juliano, Kristen Kelley, M. Kathryn
Kennedy, Jessica Kieliszak, Allison Lebeau,
^tie LeClair, Eileen Lennon, Kathryn Lent,
)onyale Loveland, Karen Lynch, Margaret
4cGuire, Shauna McLoughlin, Jennifer
icSweeney, Kristen Millian, Erin Murtha,
lillary Novarro, Mary Kate O'Brien, Hillary
)'Neil, Amy Poland, Laura Regis, Anne Sauer,
racy Scott, Elizabeth Shannon, Suzanne
hepard, Dorothy Siudut, Rebecca Sullivan,
lizabeth Vivona, Gretchen Wernig, Kristen
tfhitaker, Tammy Xayachack, Jessica Zomberg
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H. C. Men's and
Women's Lacrosse Team In-
cludes:
Jen Amendola, Leigh
Mikulka, Beth Burke, Carrie
Phelan, Kim Ferguson, Katie
Grant, Jamie Loflus, Sue
Bodie, Beth Dale, Devon
Broderick, Mary Tennyson,
Anne Smith, Beth Woelfel,
Molly Buckley, Katie Carolan,






Men's Lacrosse Team Includes:
Kevin Hennessy, Daniel Lee, Stephen
Ribaudo, Daniel Kelsh, John Belitsky,
Michael Reardon, John Suminski, Nicholas
Sberlati, Brian Duff, Peter Small, Patrick
Kenneally, Steve Gimbl, Marc Wilson,
Terrence Morgan, Kevin Morrison, Chris
Seiler, Sean Conroy, Mike McLaughlin,
Seamus O'Shea, Sean Murphy, Greg
Neufeld, John Osowski, Brian Buckley, John
Price, David DePaolo, Paul Nugent, Richard
Santoro, Joseph Leto, Brian Scollard, Brian
Krieger, Gary Rufrano, Matthew Sweeney
and Michael Carr. ig3
H.C. Men's and
1998 Spring Roster: Erin Boyd,
Dana Candell, Michelle Cardona,
Jaime Cellitti, Morgan Cinque,
Laura Correa, Christine Henwood,
Mera Kriz, Emily McEnery, Colleen
McGinn-Shapiro, Kate McHugh,
Julie Murphy, Jeannie Park, Iris
Ponte, Carolyn Raia, Jessica Sabloff,
Jennifer Schimmenti, Lori St.





Orest Bauer, J. P. Breaux,
Joe Connors, Ted Egner,


















Dean of the College













Dr. Peter W. Simonds
Associate Dean of Students,




Assistant Dean, Class of 2001
Victoria L. Swigert
Assistant Dean, Classes of
1998 &2000
Margaret Freije
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Dr. George R. Hoffman, Chair
1st Row: Linda Walsh, Peter Parsons, Dr. Brian C. L. Shelley,
Catherine Dumas. 2nd Row: Peter J. Lemay, Dr. Kenneth
Prestwich, Dr. Madeline Vargas, Dr. Susan Berman, Dr. Mary
E. Morton, Dr. George R. Hoffman: Chair, Dr. William R. Healy,
Mr. Paul Lyons, Dr. Mary Lee S. Ledbetter.
Missing: Dr. Robert I. Bertin, Dr. Catherine A. Langtimm, Dr.
Banadakoppa T. Lingappa, Dr. Kornath Madhavan.
Chemistry
1st Row: Timothy P. Curran, Alice A. Deckert. 2nd Row: Lisa
P. Nestor, Deborah J. Campbell, Jane M. Van Doren. 3rd Row:
Ronald M. Jarret: Chair, Paul D. McMaster, Richard S. Herrick,
Glenn C. Jones, Michael G. McGrath. Missing: Susan E.
Barrows, MartinA. Hunter,JamieNew, RobertW Ricci,Ramona
Taylor.
190
Prof. Ronald M. Jarret, Chair
|
Classics
Left to Right: John D. B. Hamilton, D. Neel Smith, Blaise Nagy,
Thomas R. Martin, Kenneth Happe. Missing: Nancy Andrews,
Ann Batchelder,TimothyBoyd, E. Perry, Rev. Edward J. Vodoklys,
S.J., William J. Ziobro
Blaise Nagy, Chair
Economics
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Chair: Thomas Gottschang
1st Row: John D. O'Connell, Kolleen Rask, Nicolas Sanchez. 2nd Row: Walter Block,
George Kosicki, Miles Cahill, David Chu, Charles Anderton, John Carter, David
Schap, Scott Sandstrom. Missing: Nancy Baldiga, Kevin Deedy, Jill Dupree, Thomas





Left to Right: Dean Joseph H. Maguire, Dr. John P. Collins, Denis J. Cleary. Missing: David




Acting Chair: Thomas M. C. Lawler
1st Row: John H. Wilson, Richard E. Matlak, Maurice Geracht. 2nd Row: Margo Griffin-
Wilson, Patricial L. Bizzell, Robert K. Cording, Margaret Wong, Sarah Stanbury, Bertram
Ashe, Thomas M. C. Lawler, John T. Mayer. 3rd Row: Rev. James Miracky, S.J., Christopher
Merrill, Rev. Philip C. Rule, S.J., Susan Elizabeth Sweeney. 4th Row: William R. Morse, B.
Eugene McCarthy, Patrick J. Ireland. Missing: Richard G. Carson, Maggie Hawkins, James
M. Kee, Danielle Price, Eve Shellnut, Helen Whall
History
Chair: James T. Flynn
1st Row: Ross W. Beales, Karen Turner, Theresa McBride, Lorraine C. Attreed. 2nd Row: Rev.
Thomas W. Worcester, S. J., James F. Powers, Pat Chalifoux, Rev. Anthony J. Kuzniewski, S.
J., John B. Anderson, Mark Lincicome, Noel Cary. Missing: Robert L. Brandfon, James T.
Flynn, William Green, Rev. Vincent A. Lapomarda,S. J., Aldo Lauria-Santiago, David J.
O'Brien, Michael West, Deidre Hill.
Mathematics
Chair: John B. Little
Mathematics Dept.: Joy M. Bousquet, John T. Anderson, Thomas E. Cecil, David B. Damiano,
Alyssa DeStefano, Margaret N. Freije, Deirdre Haskell, Rev. John MacDonnell, S. J., Maria Morrill,
Peter Perkins, David Schweizer, Patrick Shanahan, Edward J. Soares, Barbara Tabak,




Modern Language Dept.:Amy SingletonAdams, IsabelAlvare
Borland, JuttaArend, Maria-LeonildeAraujo-Grochenig, Chai
Baker, Eckhard Bernstein, Suzanne Branciforte, Estrella Cibrei
John Cull, Rev. Alfred Desautels, S. J., Laurence Enjolras, Theodo: 1
Fraser, Francisco Gago-Jover, Margarita Halpine, Rev. Lion ,
Honore, S. J., Ambroise Kom, George Kostich, Esther Levin ;
Claudio Mazzola, Elizabeth O'Connell, Helen Roberts, Claud;
Ross, Damion Rubino, Kristina Sazaki, Constance Schick, Cynth
Stone, Jorge Valdes, Joan Weber, Walter Zampieri
Music
Jessica Waldoff, Osvaldo Golijov, Carol Lieberman, Shirish
Korde. Seated: Geoffrey Burleson. Missing: James D.
Chrisitie, Katerina Miljkovic, Bruce Miller, Michael
Monaghan, Robert Principe, Peter L. Cokkinias
Chair: Shirish Korde




1st Row: Lt. Leo F. Taylor, Capt. William S. Boniface, CDR Dale E.
Snyder, Capt. Hector E. Marcayda. 2nd Row: Cynthia D. Hobbs
:- Secretary, Lt. Wesley E. Guinn, Lt. Peter R. Costa, Gysgt. Jeffrey
A. Ferguson, QMC Bruce M. Kinney, SKC Gil P. Rabuza, Jo-Ann
jGorham-Secretary Missing:YNCS Jesse Bellinger, Capt.. Christo-
pher Allen, Lt. Brett J. Morash, Lt. Karl F. Prigge, SSGT Richard
'Dixon.
Captain William S. Boniface
Philosophy
Chair: Dr. Joseph P. Lawrence
Hanna Buczynska-Garewicz, Gavin T. Colvert, Karsten R. Steuber, Thomas D. Feehan, Hilde S.




Frank W. Kaseta, Ram S. Rana, Robert H. Garvey, De-Pir
Yang, Edward F. Kennedy, Randy R. Ross. Missing: Janii
Shertzer.
Chair: Prof. Randy R. Ross
Political Science
Chair: Prof. Stephen R. Kocs
Political Science Dept.: Hussein Adam, Donald Brand, Judith Chubb, Carol Conawal
Caren Dubnoff, Despina Korovessis, George M. Lane, David Schaefer, Denise Schaefle
Hormoz Shahdadi, Peter Schulz, Steven Teles, Ward Thomas.
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Psychology
bt Row: James Dillon, Andrew M. Futterman, Ogretta V.
IcNeil, Amy Wolfson. 2nd Row: Charles M. Locurto,
lark Freeman, Daniel Bitran, Deanna Canavan, John F.
.xelson, Patricia E. Kramer, Ruth Thibodeau, Danuta
ukatko, Richard Schmidt, Francois Garand III. Missing:
uzanne Kirschner, Charles S. Weiss, Oded Flascher, Brion
arroll, Matthew A. Tbth.
Chair: Dr. Patricia E. Kramer
Religious
Studies
Chair: Mary Ann Hinsdale, IHM
1st Row: Alan Avery-Peck, Mary E. Hobgood, Joanne
Pierce, Alice Laffey, Mary Ann Hinsdale, IHM. 2nd Row:
Todd T. Lewis, Frederick J. Murphy, Rev. Brian F. Linnane,
S. J., James B. Nickoloff, Gary DeAngelis, GaryA. Phillips.
Missing: Shahzad Bashir, Cynthia Kittredge, Rev. William
E. Reiser, S. J., Jessica Gugino. 1 Q7
Sociology
1st Row: David M. Hummon, Jerry Lembcke, Edward H. Thompson, Margaret Post, Christine
Greenway. 2nd Row: Peter Grahame, Susan Rodgers, Victoria L. Swigert, Royce A. Singleton,





1 st Row: Daniel McCusker, William J. Rynders. 2nd Row: Jessica
Sayre, Edward R. Isser. 3rd Row: Steve Vineberg, Kurt Hultgren,
Lynn Kremer. Missing: Michael Dufault, Rachelle Hall.
Chair: Prof. Lynn Kremer






1st Row: Susan Schmidt, Joanna Ziegler, Robert Parke-
Harrison. 2nd Row: Virginia Raguin, Sarah Slavick,
Sharon McConnell, Rev. John Reboli, S.J. Missing: Michael
Beatty, Allison Fleming, Joseph Giuffre, Ellen Lawrence,
Stephen Burt.
Chair: Prof. Joannna Ziegler
Chaplain's Office
1st Row: Rev. Joseph J. LaBran, S.J., Katherine M. McElaney, Lois Sadler, Paul Covino.
2nd Row: Rev. Michael F. Ford, S.J., Maryjean Demazure, Rev. James M. Hayes, S.J.,









3375 Deep Hole Drive
Mattituck, NY 11952
ACEVEDO, MARCO T.
1542 New Jersey Avenue N.w. #5
Washington, DC 20001
AGRESTA, MATTHEW D.
























14 North Chatsworth Ave Apt 5c
Larchmont, NY 10538
ANDRE, JUDITHE M.
















New Bedford, MA 02745
ASEFZADEH, BAHARAK
29 Vine St. #1
Winchester, MA 01890
ATTAR, KATHERINE L.
44 Randall Shea Drive
Swansea, MA 02777
ATWELL, TREVOR S.
27 Sandy Brook Ln
Yarmouth, ME 04096
AYERS, KATHERINE J.
















North Kingstown, RI 02852
BARBER, MICHELLE A.
1017 Victory Highway


















West Orange, NJ 07052
BAXTER, ORLANDO R.




Kings Park, NY 11754
BEEHNER, LIONEL M.
2 Wellington Court






West Springfiel, MA 01089
BENNETT, ROBERT T.
90 Red Gate Lane
Reading, MA 01867
BENNETT, TIMOTHY C.






























143 Breakneck Hill Road
Dayville, CT 06241
BODEK, CHERYL
3 Smith'S Branch Road
Whitehouse Stat, NJ 08889
BOLAND, JILL
P O Box 138
Belgrade Lakes, ME 04918
BOURDON, JON P.
7 Jennifer Court




















17761 Mountain View Circle
Villa Park, CA 92667
BRESNAHAN, TIMOTHY M.
233 Johnson Street
North Andover, MA 01845
BROWNE, CHRISTIAN P.
17 Hewitt Road1
Rockville Centr, NY 11570
BUCKLEY, BRIAN P.
8 Dean Street
Prt Jeffson Sta, NY 11776
BUCKLEY, MATTHEW T.
15 Pine Hill Road
Swampscott, MA 01907
BUDWICK, JEFFREY T.










Boynton Beach, FL 33436
BUTLER, BRETT S.
26005 Ned Lane
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
BYRNES, JOHN W.




























































16740 76th Avenue West
Edmonds, WA 98026
CHERNEY, DANIEL P.
7101 North 12th Place
Phoenix, AZ 85020
CHO, SUNG-JUNG

































1923 Douglass Ave. #1
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
CONFORTI, BRANDIE E.


















laker Heights, OH 44120
JOOK, RICHARD A.





















93 Mohican Park Avenue






San Francisco, CA 94134
DEMARCHENA, EMILY A.
Box 653 Holy Cross Coll
Worcester, MA 01610
DEMURO, JAYME J.
900 West Cross Street
Lakewood, NJ 08701
DE PAOLO, DAVID M.
16 Chester Avenue
Stewart Manor, NY 11530
DEPAUL, LAUREN
260 Dorchester Road












































1071 Genesee Park Boulevard
Rochester, NY 14619
FARRELL, CHRISTOPHER J.

















































West Caldwell, NJ 07006
OSTIGLIO, MARK A.
|1 East 88th Street Apartment 86











225 Sullivan Street #1-B















East Nassau, NY 12062
OTTA, COURTNEY A.
>216 Squires Court












































2445 View Point Road
Montoursville, PA 17754
DELANEY, TIMOTHY P.







































84 South Marion Place





35 A Old Field Road
Setauket, NY 11733
EGBERT, ALLISON H.



































































149 Pine Tree Circle







































Staten Island, NY 10306
GUTIERREZ, RAUL J.
144 Isla Dorada Boulevard
Coral Gables, FL 33143
HALL, NORDA M.















259 West 18th Street
Deer Park, NY 11729
HIGGINS, MICHAEL D.
19 Portland Drive








John F. Kennedy Avenue
Clinton, MA 01510
HOAG, JAMIE D.





































Rockville Centr, NY 11570
JEAN, NATHALIE
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447 Beach 128 Street
Belle Harbor, NY 11694
KELSEY, RYAN J.











































Glen Cove, NY 11542
GARRETT, TAWANYA R.
243 Wood Avenue


























443 South Willard Street
Burlington, VT 05401
HATHORN, JACOB R.
P.O. Box 1618 2 Hayes Road
New London, NH 03257
HAVILAND, COLLEEN M.















11 Laurel Oak Lane





















South Hempstead, NY 11550
KAVANAUGH, KELLY M.
92 Hillside Avenue
West Haven, CT 06516
KAVENEY, BRIAN E.
19 Ridgetop Drive












East Granby, CT 06026
KELLY, PATRICK B.
314-43rd Street















57 Berry Oaks Lane
St. Louis, MO 63122
KROLL, JONATHAN T.
38 Manger Road
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927
KRYWY, MATTHEW D.


























Bay Shore, NY 11706
LAMOUREUX, SUZANNE M.







































8 Brookfield Road P.O. Box 33



























South Weymouth, MA 02190
MCHALE, MARY A.
12 The Spur


























4800 North 7th Street
Arlington, VA 22203
MORETTI, VINCENT F.
45 Saint Onge Drive
West Warwick, RI 02893
MORIARTY, CHRISTOPHER

















1 1 Westwood, MA 02090
LARSON, SCOTT W.
1 98 Spring Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
I LATUNIK, WENDY A.
1 6 Carry Court

















131 New Market Road
harden City, NY 11530
I .EONARD, DANIEL S.







lassapequa Park, NY 11762
EVIS, BRIAN M.
88 Chestnut Street















North Andover, MA 01845




30 Beach 221st Street






















































355 Wianno Avenue Box 187
Osterville, MA 02655
MCDOWELL, JACOB S.


















780 West Broadway Oceanwalk 4b
Long Beach, NY 11561
MELIA, JENNIFER R.
21 Tall Timber Drive
Morris Township, NJ 07960
MELIEN, KURT D.
431 Prospect Street











18 Mill Brook Drive
Wilbraham, MA 01095
MEYERS, MICHAEL J.
1.30 Casa Domain Court
College Park, GA 30349
MILLARES, RAFAEL E.














































337 East Third Street
Hinsdale, IL 60521
NEW, BRANDON R.
































North Tewksbury, MA 01876
PASUIT, THOMAS J.
5-28 Lyncrest Avenue









New Milford, CT 06776
PURCIELLO, MARIA A.
758 Natures Way





2143 N. Pebble Beach Drive






Jersey City, NJ 07304
ROMANUCCI, JENNIFER C.
28 High Pasture Circle
Dix Hills, NY 11746
RONAN, ERIN E.
2299 Brook Avenue



















































West Roxbury, MA 02132
O'CONNOR, KELLY A.
1413 Tomlin Drive






Wall Township, NJ 07719
O'HARA, ERIN C.
3 Kirker Drive









































17 Split Rock Road






Staten Island, NY 10310
SAUER, ANNE E.
150 Meadbrook Road
Garden City, NY 11530
SCHACHT, RAYMOND W.
6100 Twelfth Street





















Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
O'REILLY, CARA E.
1 Wedgewood Lane


























67-35 Yellowstone Blvd #5b
Forest Hills, NY 11375
SCHMIDT, KATHERINE S.
54 Sylvia Drive
West Islip, NY 11795
SMITH, KRISTINA J.
149 Leopold Avenue
West Islip, NY 11795
SMITH, MICHAEL C.
110 East End Avenue #llk

































Salt Lake City, UT 84109
PAIRES, LORRELEI A.






























79 Walnut Grove Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877
ROGERS, MELISSA L.
Box 2296 Holy Cross College
Worcester^ MA 01610
ROGERS, SEDRICK D.
2059 9th Lane N.e.
Winter Haven, FL 33881
SCOTT, BRIAN T.
44 Anthony Road


















North Reading, MA 01864
SOUTHER, JOHN T.
527 Charleston Road















858 Southbridge St. 1st Floor
Worcester, MA 01610
STAMP, MICHAEL J.













trior Lake, MN 55372
MSUGRUE, MICHAEL P.





















































163 Park Avenue Ext.
Arlington, MA 02174
TINI, MORGAN M.
438 Centre Island Road
Centre Island, NY 11771
TINSLEY, PATRICK C.
10 Quail Roost Drive
Sterling, MA 01564
TIRIAC, ION A.
31 Avenue Princesse Grace



































One College St. Box 51 A
Worcester, MA 01610
VALENTIN, IRAM
823 Hunts Point Avenue #3a
Bronx, NY 10474
VALENTINO, MATTHEW J.
851 VAe Antwerp Place
Oradell, NJ 07649
VAN VLIET, MAUREEN C.
770 Apple Ridge Road























55b Memorial Park Avenue
Lynn, MA 01902
WALSH, COLLEEN E.
303 South Melcher Street
Johnstown, NY 12095
WALSH, DAVID A.
76 Four Mile Road






Newport Beach, CA 92660
WATSON, ANALIDA D.









537 North Euclid Avenue











P O Box 344
























Toms River, NJ 08753
ZAMMIT, DEANNA M.
510 Manhasset Woods Road
Manhasset, NY 11030
ZANNINI, RENEE A.
6210 Morrow Mill Road





45 Green Meadow Drive

































Oh, Hear thy voices one in song
Holy Cross, O Holy Cross.
Thy spirits loyal, true and strong
Holy Cross, O Holy Cross.
Thy purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the sky,
Thy honored name shall never die,
Holy Cross, O Holy Cross.
















Peter J. Miller, Jr.
Gregory J. Murphy
Andrew J. Rodgers, III
SENIOR PRIZES AND AWARDS
The George ). Allen, Ph.D. '65, Psychology Prize Jennifer L. Bassett
The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Award Mark Chrostowski
The Pedro Arrupe Medal and Prize
for Outstanding Service Male: Michael A. Palumbo
Female: ex aequo: Kathleen B. Luby
Erin L. Moulton
The Elias Atamian Family Book Award Brandie E. Conforti
The Beethoven Prize ex aequo: Mark A. Dellelo
Maria Anne Purciello
The Bellarmine Gold Medal Christopher G. Korzen
The Bourgeois French Prize Cheryl Bodek
The Nellie M. Bransfield Award Clifford J. Kirvan, Jr.
The Joseph C. Cahill Prize Theresa E. Hannon
The Frank D. Comerford Award DamianS. Schaible
The Philip A. Conniff, S.J., Prize C. Emil Penarubia
The Crompton Gold Medal Rebecca C Ellis
The John ). Crowley Memorial Award Tina A. Wojtkielo
The Patrick E. Crowley Memorial Award Damian S. Schaible
The John J. Cummings, Jr./BAI Award Timothy C. Bennett
The Father Flatley Medal Yves C.E. Calderone
The Rev. John W. Flavin, S.J., Award Cheryl L. Marinin
The Thomas A. Fulham Environmental Studies Prize Bridget K. Ambrose
The Dr. Marianthi Georgoudi Memorial Award exaequo-. Melissa Fay
David A. KHbansky
The Edna Dwyer Grzebien Prize Nicole B. LaBletta
The George H. Hampsch Award Christine P. Barber
The Rev. William F. Hartigan Medal Michael A. Palumbo
The Rev. Robert F. Healey, S.J., Greek Prize Timothy A. Joseph
The Holy Cross Club of Worcester Prize Laura D. Regis
The Walter Gordon Howe Award William D. Jarry
The Thomas P. Imse Alpha Kappa Delta Award Maryanne Makredes
The Monsignor Kavanagh Medal and Award Tina A. Wojtkielo
The Edward V. Killeen, Jr., Prize exaequo-. Kimberly L. Houde
Andrew H. Watt
The Father George A. King, S.J.,
and Richard J. Keenan '67 Memorial Prize Andrea M. Santonello
The JOHN C. Lawlor Medal ex aequo: Laura D. Regis
William C. Benedict
David A. KHbansky
The William E. Leahy Award Patrick C. Tinsley
The Leonard Award Nicholas A. Kenney
THE MARKHAM MEMORIAL PRIZE *ex aequo: Patrick C. Tinsley




McCarthy, S.J., Memorial Prize Gavin P. Clancy
The George B. Moran Award Jamie D. Hoag
The Nugent Gold Medal Andrew C.Y. Lin
The John Philip Memorial American Sign Language Award Larissa M. Huskins
The John Paul Reardon Medal and Award Megan F. Pinch
The James Reilly Memorial Prize Aimee L. Dow
The Freeman M. Saltus Prize David J. Johnston
The George Bernard Shaw Award Timothy C. Doherty, Jr.
The Vannicelli Washington Semester Program Award ... (Fall '96) Nicholas A. Kenney
(Spring '97) Andrea M. Santoriello
The Varsity Club Norton Prize Marian Lemos
The Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award Billy D. Kosteas
The Women's Studies Award Nicole K. Bell
The Carter G. Woodson Prize Judithe M. Andre
*Award shared with a third-year student.
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PURPLE PATCHER
The Bennett Family Robert & Sarah Joseph
Michael & Molly Brenner The Kaveney Family
Robert & Joanne Budwick James & Judith Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Burns Richard & Ann Laferriere !
John & Rosalie Calabro Manuel & Nangnoy Lemos j
Yves Calderone Paul & Louise Lydon
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Conway IE William & Nona Mansfield
Dr. & Mrs. Peter DeMuro The Martin Family
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Dietz Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Fran & Jim Dowling McCrosson
Jim & Betsey Duncan Richard & Sandra McFadden
Paul & Sherry Duman Mrs. Pamela Ann Melia
Thomas & Rita Feeney Peter & Jane Nehlson j
John & Elaine Gillooly The 'Connor Family
Mr. & Mrs. Gasper Giordano Dr. & Mrs. Donald J. Osowski j
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Herson Edward & Judith Ostrowski
David & Suzanne Honold Pat & Andy Palumbo
Barbara & Chris Hoppin Kevin & Anne Phelan
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph E. Polcari
? HHHMHHNM
PATRONS
Marcia & Bill Reidy
Alice & Martin Shanahan
John & Jacqueline Sheehy
John W. & Rosemary A. Spillane
Mr. & Mrs. Colm A. Sullivan
Maurice & Penny Sullivan
Patricia & Jim Sullivan
Eugenio & Carlota Suran
John and Pat Thornton
Dr. & Mrs. Martin Van Vliet
Nicholas & Susan Walsh
Mr. & Mrs. Valentine Zammit
Wayne & Julie Chapman
Virginia & Joseph Contino
Yolanda Cortese
The Gallini Family
Richard & Eileen Greisch
Cheryl and Bob Gresham
William & Patricia Reichard
The Willison Family
Marie and Joseph Suarez and
Family
Mr. and Mrs. James Coleman Jr.
Marian & Steven Florio
Patrick & Marion Molloy
William F. Lynn
Mr. & Mrs. John Labozza
Nicolas & Barbara Vernicos
Tony & Tina Desmond
Mr. & Mrs. Kurt Kimball
Mr. & Mrs. Guy N. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Michael C. McGrath
Dr. & Mrs. John W. McDonald




The Agresta Family Mary Condrick Mr. & Mrs. Frank Falite -
Mr. & Mrs. David Aieta Tom & Ann Connors Amy, Craig & Kory
The Andre Family The Corbett Family
Diane L. & Stephen F. Farrell
Richard & Joan Aras Mr. & Mrs. Robert Costanzo John & Anne Fauci
Henry & Anne Louise Attar Mr. & Mr.s Daniel Cotta Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F Finn, Jr.
Kyle & Stephen Atwell Mr. & Mrs. Kim Cragnolin Cheryl Gabrielson
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick S. Ayers Sheila Ann Cunningham Mr. & Mrs. Michael E. Gallagher
Tom & Betty Babinski Mr. & Mrs. Hugh F. Curley, Jr. Dr. & Mrs. Jorge Ganson
Steven & Jane Bailey Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Cussen Ms. Judith Greene
Gene & Barbara Bartos Robert & Janice E. Cutone James C. Griffin
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony V. Bastiani John & Karen Czajka Patrick & Mary Ann Harnett
Chet & Barbara Beczak The Daly Family Brent & Molly Hastings
The Benedict Family Jane C. Darcy
Ken & Sandra Heywood
Bob & Ida Benson Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. De Paolo Ed & Pauline Houde
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Berichon Ron & Jeanne DeFeo Margaret Hughes
The Blaum Family Dennis & Kathleen Dillingham Mr. & Mrs. Kevin M. Hume
'70
Greg & Claire Bodek Mr. & Mrs. Joseph N. DiMarco Mr. & Mrs. Michael W. Hurley
Nora and John Brennan Mr. & Mrs. Theodore A. Lloyd & Jerilyn Huskins
Arthur & Gretchen Browne Donahue Mr. & Mrs. Thomas T. Jackson
T^oA/r i-j j T n Brian & Peggy Donnellan
Dr. & Mrs. Edward L. Bueno 6£,J Dr. & Mrs. P. David Jarry
John & Mary Ann Campbel Mr. & Mrs. Robert Drzal Mike & Linda Julian
Roger & Chris Campbell Jane & Charlie Duffy Michael & Joan Keegan
Dr. James Cashman
Patricia & Joseph Durkin James & Paula Kelsey
Sy & Prisca Chang Susan & Victor Durocher Richard D. Kenney
James & Jane Clarke Richard & Caroline Dworanczyk Cliff & Connie Kirvan
Daniel & Cathy Collins Mr. & Mrs. Howard W. Evans Greg Klibansky
SPONSORS
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony F. Kopec
Rosemary K. Lough
James & Helen Kosteas
Al & Sue Kroll
Anthony & Mary Ann Krywy
Ann Marie LaBrache
Arthur & Ruth Lagios
Kathleen & Jack Lane
Paul & Patricia Leone
Mr. Joseph R. Levis
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Loperfido
Dan & Theresa Luby
Mr. & Mrs. John Lunardini
Linda Gray MacKay &
Larry J. MacKay
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Makredes
& Family
Dr. & Mrs. George J. Mansour
Robert & Alyce McConchie
The McCrave Family
Mr. & Mrs. James McGowan
Timothy & Theresa McManus
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Merchadante
Nonno Bruno & Nonno Cecco
The Mastro Family
Mr. & Mrs. Rafael Millares
John & Mary Moore
Mr & Mrs Thomas J. Neagle '70
Eleanor M. Boucher- Fedele
James & Denise Nicas
Nick & Carolyn Nicolay
Tadeusz & Zofia Nowak
Jack & Eileen O'Brien
Bill & Kathy O'Brien
Barbara & Michael O'Keefe
Stephen & Anne Ottoson
Solomon Paires
James & Joanne Palmieri
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Pasuit
Michael & Karen Patalano
Cecilio Penarubia
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph J. Penzarella
Anthony J. Perella
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Poggio
Tom & Grace Razukas
Elinor Redrow
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas L. Regan
Herbert W. Reilly, Jr. '58
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald James
Ritchie Jr.
Don, Anne & Sarah Rowe
Christopher P. Rutnik
Betty & Bill Sauer
Robert T & Ann E. Scott
John & Virginia Scozzafava
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Senna
The Sewell Family
Eileen & Walter Shedd
Francis J. & Janice S.
Shumbata
The Solano Family
Anthony & Sharon Spinella
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Stamp
Randolph & Carol Stratton
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sugrue
Family of Melissa Swain
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Talty
Kevin & Sally Tepas
Rhod & Janet Thomas
David N. Tinsley
Richard & Yvonne Topping
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore
Trentacoste
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Walsh
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Wieland
The Williamson Family
The Wyman Family
Ceil & Bob Zakhar
The Atanasio- Davino Family
Jack & Connie Bevivino
Vincent & Mary Breglio
The Consilvio Family
Dr. & Mrs. Arturo Correa
Mr. Mrs. Daniel P. Cronin
Harry & Rita Dedyo
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Grogan
The Hurley Family
Mr. & Mrs. Michael S. Juda
Paul & Mimi LaCamera
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Lawrence
The Loehfelm Family
John and Phyllis O'Brien
Larry & Charlotte Oliveira
Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Piorkowski
Denis and Joanne Salamone
Jerome and Laura Smith
Stacy V. and Sharon A. Smith
John and Ann Walsh
Rich Wesolowski
Mr. & Mrs. James Willison
Mr. & Mrs. A. Donald Larson
Carol and Joe Bylinski
The Meyer Family
Mary McGynn & Bernie Shapiro
Michael and Dorothy Eckert
Ms. Joanne D'Agata
Eileen and Mark Silverberg
Kevin & Anne Phelan




Garrett & Virginia Kelleher
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Millerick
Devon Broderick
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Riether
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Gargiulo
Dr. & Mrs. John Gerstenmaier
Wm. H Robbins & Family
Michael McHugh
Gerald & Lucille Jones
Roy & Jeanine Robbins
Dr. & Mrs. Richard J. Nowak
Meghan E. Cuff
Eileen and Anthony Amendola
Mr. & Mrs. C. E. Plazas
Mark & Mary Collar
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Zanazzi
Diane and Kevin Greene
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony
Scatamacchia
Cindy Donovan
Mr. & Mrs. George Resch
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey M.
Kennedy
Denis & Elaine Hoffman
Mr. & Mrs. Donald P.
Ford Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent J.
Spagnolo
Greg & Katherine Nolan
Dr. & Mrs. Philip Cook
The Maloney Family
The Czajka Family







This list ofpatrons and spon-
sors was compiled by the
Purple Pateher staff; every
effort has been made to insure
the accuracy of this list. We
thank all the donors for their








11:30 AM -12:30 AM
Friday & Saturday
1 1 :30 AM - 1 :30 AM
Sunday



















HOLY CROSS #1 PACKAGE STORE
located! mile in route to Auburn Mall, next to Auburn Tin Pin Bowl
Beer • Liquors
(Imported) Wines
at full Discount Prices
Chieftain Package S«o








and the Class of 1998!
r no




654 Street Road. P.O. Box 8507 Bensalem. PA 19020-8507
tel (800) 334-1531 - fax (800) 724-6442




Edward F. Campbell, III










and made us proud
once again.







all our Low, pride and beet wishes,
A\om f Dad t Mike and Liz
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CONGRATULATIONS TO



































Central New York & Syracuse
Greater New York

























Szechuan-Hunan-Mandarin & Seafood Cuisine
COCKTAILS




Monday Thiu Thursday 1 1:30 a.m. to 12:30 am
Friday a/id Saturday n:30a.m. to 1:30a.m.
Sunday 12 Noon lo 12 Midnight
FREE VALIDATED PARKING
553E








North Grafton, MA 01536
Call: (508) 839-6252





Call: Toll Free 1-800-822-5456
Congratulations























Whatever you can do
or dream you can,
begin it. Boldness









You have given us many proud moments.








js|fl books have been read.




,." Brighten the world
f ^
,
^Jl around you with what
you have learned.




P\ fcA«y v-'- Best Wishes!
'-, Love, Mom & Dad,






and the Class of "98."










Proud of you then.
Proud of you now.
Proud of you always....
WE LOVE YOU!








We have been especially blessed. You have
always made us proud in all your
endeavors and especially for being a loving
and caring daughter and sister.
Congratulations on your achievement.
God bless you, dear Kim.
With Our Love Always,
Mom, Dad, and Melanie
BRIAN LUCAS
What I do today is important because I am paying a day of my life for it. What I
accomplish must be worthwhile because the price is high. Anon
Rather fail with honor
than succeed by fraud.
Sophocles
No. Try not. Or do
not. There is no try.
Yoda
Congratulations! Continue to achieve and acquire knowledge.
Love Mom, Dad, Peter, Allyson [H.C. '97] and Cocoa
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Danielle Michelle McCann
Congratulations on all of your accom-
plishments! We are very proud of you
and with you our family is complete.
You are the best daughter, sister and














Congratulations to our daughter
DEANNA MICHELE ZAMMIT
and to all of her friends in the
CLASS OF 1998
We are so proud of the wonderful daughter
that you have always been and the fine
young woman that you have become.
You have given us a treasure chest of memories. As you
graduate from Holy Cross, you carry your own memory
box. Hold it dear to your heart.
Deanna, listen to your inner voice... it will speak wisely.
Follow your dreams... they will lead you where you are
meant to go. Believe in yourself... we do!
BE A CANDLE AND SPREAD YOUR LIGHT!
LOVE AD INFINITUM












We're so proud of you.
Our love goes with
you always - Mom,
Dad, Vanessa & Scott
k
Bill Jarry
Congratulations Hot Rod, you're the man!
We're very proud of you and wish you the best
of luck with continued success and happiness.
Love, Mom, Dad and Timm
It's a pleasure to share such a
wonderful young woman with
the world. You are a joy, and al-
ways keep that smile!
Congratulations, Val!
Love, Mom, Dad & Jen
MIKE HIGGINS
Congratulations Mike!
We're so proud of what
you have accomplished
and the person you
have become.
Continue to follow your
heart- you will make a
difference!
Love Always, Mom,
Dad, Ed & Ashley
Larissa, Congratulations!









Love, Mom & Dad
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RACHAEL VAN VRANKEN
In your own fourth grade words: "I'll climb a tree
to the very top, search for a rainbow and a pot of
gold, and catch a butterfly in the sky."
Congratulations, Sweet Pea, may you glide on to
many wonderful adventures with your wings,
just like our hearts, full of pride!
All Our Love, Mom, Dad, and Jabe
Congratulations, Becca!
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Laura, and "Mr. Bear'
Christine Wyman
Chrissy, we are so proud
of you! You have
achieved another goal in
life's journey. Your deter-
mination in overcoming
many obstacles has been
an inspiration to us. God
bless you and keep you
safe, healthy and happy.









own path. You are





Love, Mom & Jim
Daniel Dicenso
You have always made
"





BL 1 your future endeavors.




Anne-Marie you make us so very
happy and proud. God bless you.




TISH - THE BABY
THE LAST OF FIVE.
IS IT REALLY OVER?








May the years ahead bring
you as much happiness as
you have brought to us.
May God always hold you
in the palm of His hand,
and may you always have
sweet dreams!
Love,
Dad, Mom and Brian
Kathleen Marie Herson
Pursue your dreams,
and make a difference!
We love you, Kathleen.
Congratulations!
Mom, Dad and Lizz
BRETT GALLAGHER
You've been the greatest
joy of our life. We're








Our pride in you is
exceeded only by the
























We are so proud! You have been
one of life's greatest gifts! For all
you are, and for all you are yet to
be... We love you so much!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Kristy
MEGAN O'BRIEN
Dear Megan,
From the first day of preschool to
college graduation- Thank you for
always making your family proud.
We love you.
Mom, Dad and Matt
JOHN A. JULIAN
and
The Class of 1998
WELL DONE!
May the Future hold
Happiness and Success for
each and every one of you.
THE JULIAN FAMILY
Mom, Dad, Christina,
Gina, Teresa and Diana
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Congratulations! Maria, to the best
daughter and sister anyone could ask
for. We are so proud ofyour
accomplishments! May the years
ahead bring you as much happiness
as you have brought our family.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and John
Congratulations!
Today is your day.
You're off to Great Places!
You're off and away!
You're on your way up!
You'll be seeing great sights!
You'll join the high flyers
who soar the high heights!
Wherever you fly, you'll be
best of the best.
Wherever you go, you will top
all the rest.




This picture was taken on 10/3/79, your first day of
nursery school, when you began your scholastic
journey which brought you to graduation day at
Holy Cross on 5/22/98. We are proud of all that you
accomplished along the way. We love you!
Congratulations! and God Bless!
Mom, Dad and Heidi
Tiffany M. Rutnik
Throughoutyour life,





your dreams to anything
less than your greatest
aspiration.
CHRISTIAN C. SENNA




God bless you and guide you
in
everything you do.
Love, Mom and Dad




Congratulations to you and your classmates!
We are so proud and wish you success and
happiness!











Emil, congratulations for completing your college
education as a Bean Scholar. Continue to be
proud of your Holy Cross accomplishments as a
stepping stone toward your higher goal in life.
Mommy will be very proud of your success.
Daddy is behind you all the way. I love you and




"Live your life for others
According to God's Law
You will Double your joys
and divide your sorrows"
We are so proud of you
And love you so much.
All our love forever
Mom and Dad




very proud of you: we








Touch tomorrow, it is
within your reach Dream
of doing things, they can
be accomplished. Follow
your heart, You will be
successful and always re-
member the love, support
and pride we all have for
you.
With love always,
Dad, Mom, Chris, and
Mark
DAMIAN SCHAIBLE
You have been a wonder
and delight in our lives.
You're our hero. We could
not be prouder of who you
are and who you have






We wish you a life full ofgood health,
devoted friends and family, deep faith,
and career satisfaction.
Much love from
Mom, Dad, Henry, & Louis
Alice, you have been a blessing to us and
the source of so much pride and joy. May





The time has come to move
those mountains. Hold on to




When life gets tough











are so proud of you.
You have all our love
and best wishes for a
wonderful life filled
with as much
happiness and joy as
you have given to us.

















Ali, you captured our hearts the day
you were born, and with every year
you have filled our lives with joy,
laughter, and great pride. May God
always bless and inspire you. You will
always be the CENTER OF OUR




To our divine Miss A
You stand at a crossroad in life Yours is





Congratulations on all of your achievements. We
are so proud of you. You'll always be our B.L.P.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Sean and Rocky
Amanda Joy Nelson
From your first day at Kindercare to your
graduation from Holy Cross, your quest for





You've made All of Us Very Proud
Pops - Nanny - Uncles Jim - Tom- Butch -
Kroy Aunts Margie - Patty - Julie- Kelley
Erika- Jessica- Tommy- Chas- Lindsey
Ike- Butchie- Clayton- Melissa- Kelsey
Ashley- Corey- Johnny- Kyle- Josh




Once again you have made us so very
proud. May success and happiness follow you.
We love you,
Dad, Mom, Mark and Gramma
Margaret Motto
My precious daughter,
My very good friend,
I am so proud of you.
I love you,
Mom
We've watched you grow
for 22 years. You could not
have made us any prouder!
You've come to be the kind,
even-tempered, honorable
son we always hoped for.
Reach for the stars, chal-
lenge your mind, strengthen
your body and go with your
heart. You've pleased us,
now satisfy yourself. Re-
member the Turtle - forever.
Love,
Mom and Dad
To our Erinne ... a few things to remember as you graduate:
Cultivate gratitude, it is the lovliest garden
Breathe - deeply and often
Admire originality; it is beauty clothed in comfort
Van Gogh painted sunflowers, so can you
When it is right, eleven years is a moment
Remember, Home is with the sand and stones
Smile to the point of jubilance
Turn around every once in a while to see where you've been
Wish upon a star
Always carry a little bubble gum money . . . just in case
Remember your green roots, so brilliant
The truth is that you can never have too many angels
Leap over the puddles .... or make a big splash
Protect your serenity
Chocolate ice cream makes everything better
Know that he is keeping his promise .... everyday
Take long walks and collect shells
Never forget having five candles on your birthday cake
Take a little, leave a little
If you can count your true friends on one hand, you are blessed
Pray that, with every day, the joys will outweigh the sorrows
Be a star
Fill your passport with lots of stamps
Write, write, write
Draw smiley faces on envelopes
Look for rainbows - in every shape and size
Fly Bird, Fly!
We love you . . . words only begin to express how much.
Mommy Moira Eamon John
Elizabeth A. Moore
Congratulations Elizabeth
And the Class of 1998 on this
momentous occasion continued
success in allyour future
endeavors
With Love and Pride,




Congratulations Marian! You always make us
proud. We wish you success and happiness. Keep
up the good habits and followyour dreams.
We love you!
Mom, Dad and Janette.
Jim Martin
Jims,






We are so proud of you.
We wish you a future filled
with happiness, success,
and many more Vineyard
summers.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Meghan, Erin
and Maxx
Brian,
You have brought to us
love, joy, and pride






Mom, Dad, and Chris
expectation, cutd eve one &o< fmaud
o£ you,!' &wyutfujbztioH&, S^fWetove
Tttom, 'Pete cutd (Zonal
Tta*ta, & dfautdfia Pafe
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KERRY P. MAHON, JR.
Kerry, you have filled our lives with
endless joy. May you continue to follow
your dreams and seize the opportunity
each new day brings you. We love you!
Mom, Dad, Colleen and Deirdre
Kathleen Lundy
You have always been the biggest joy of my
life. Congratulations on all of your
accomplishments. I am so proud of you.




mi i in inn in run nil
FRANK J. MACCHIAROLA
Congratulations!
We love you very much and we are
proud of you.
Mom, Dad, Joseph, Michaela and Michael
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JESSICA HARDWICK LAGIOS
We hope the future brings health and happiness and all you wish to achieve. All
graduates will experience some future obstacles. With your ambition, intelligence
and common sense, you will be able to tackle those obstacles successfully.
For a 21 year old you have already accomplished so much and for that we are very
proud. However, more importantly, you are a caring, compassionate, wonderful
person. Those and other qualities make you that very special daughter everyone
wishes for.
With lots of love,
Mom & Dad
.
You 've come a long way,






The day that you were born you changed our life
forever. And when you began to talk, we loved
you even more. You have always cared deeply
about our entire family and we hope that you
never change your ways. We are so proud of you.





You have met the challenge with determination, strength and supreme confidence. You've filled our
lives with love, joy and music! May the love of God forever lightyour way.
We love you!
Mom, Dad and Mike
Brian Edward Kaveney
Brian, congratulations on all of your
accomplishments. We are VERY proud of
you! Reach for the stars.
We love You!
Mom, Dad, Kevin, Maura, and Colleen
C.J. Kirvan
Congratulations C.J. Your determination has
always made us proud. You bring such joy
to our lives. We wish you happiness,




We love you very much and are very proud
of you. Congratulations!!
Mom, Dad, Pat and Laura
BUG
With your dreams as your
blueprint, build your future. Choo,
Choo, Rah, Rah!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Abby
P.S. Call Jim from Jupiter from
Time to Time
€Sk .. - . ';
Look at uJhatyou kou/t
accowpiu/ted. We am i& plead
ofyou.
La/a Mom, Cfatitim, JatuM,
and Gtaiiclmm
Brian,
You have a Good mind
You have a Good heart
You have a Good soul
You are blest
We are blest.
The world is a better place
for having you in it. You
make us so Proud!
Love, Mom, Dad, andJudie
Dave Klibansky
Mere words can do you no
justice. Your silence and modesty
regarding your many
accomplishments scream out
your praise. - We love you!
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Tiffany Megan Forti
What marvels you've accomplished
and important things you've done,
j
what love you've brought into our
lives, what laughter and what fun.
Two days we will remember, as our
]
happiest. Your day of birth stands out
above the rest. An now this, your
college graduation day.
We are so proud of you and love you




From an Eagle to a Crusader:
John, take a moment to feel good about your academic and
athletic accomplishments at Holy Cross. You have handled
yourself with great dignity, tremendous drive and total
commitment to making a success of these four years. I am
proud of the son you are, the man you have become, and the
best friend I have ever had. You fill my heart with joy.
With love and pride,
Dad
Elizabeth,
You light up our lives! May all






Jen, Congratulations! The Holy Cross experience has helped
you develop from the precious little girl that filled our lives
with joy to the assured woman you are today.
WE ARE SO
PROUD OF YOU!




You have made us so
proud with all you have
accomplished. The
triangle, will always stay
strong! Keep hitting the
long ball.












Snow doubt about it, You






Books and papers till four, con-
gress and snow and the boots
with Worcester diners and cross
country, too. Nosegays and po-
sies. Mumsy, P. and Buster D
" f
Daniel Myles Durkin
Danny, we've always leaned





Danny, you have always been a constant
joy. We are always so proud of you. Follow
your dreams, we'll always be there for you.
All our love, Mom and Dad
Cate Dawson
Congratulations! We
are so proud of you!
Lots of Love,






We are so proud of you and your
accomplishments at Holy Cross
College. We took you there four
years ago as a fine young boy;
now you have become an
outstanding young man.
A Man of Holy Cross!
Happily and hopefully we will share your 5th, 10th 7
20th ....?? Reunions in the years ahead.
We love you! Congratulations!
Mom and Dad ('63)
Congratulations Matthew Eisnor
Thank you for always making us so very
proud of you.
Love Mom and Dad
Meaghan,
We love you and are so
very proud of all your
accomplishments at Holy
Cross!
Love always, Mom, Dad,
Brenna, and Joe
Tricia,
What a great lady you
have become. We are




You are the brightest star
in the Heavens and we are
the proudest parents on
the Earth.
Congra tula tion s,
Pumpkin!
Love, Mom, Dad, and
"Buttons"
Jaime Lind Blomquist
From the beginning, you
have made us proud. You
deserve only the best for
the future. That is our wish
for you. May good health
and happiness be with you
always.




on all you have
















are our sunshine. We
love you!
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Margaret Dowling
Meg, hats off to you and the Class of '98!!! May your future be as bright as your past, and may all
your dreams come true. With much love, pride and admiration,
Mom, Dad, Franny & Jimmy
THE BONDS THAT UNITE
US ARE BEYOND UNDERSTANDING
THE LOVE I HOLD IN MY HEART.
BEYOND WORDS
YOUR STRENGTH OF CHARACTER,
COURAGE OF CONVICTION &
PASSION FOR LIFE & KNOWLEDGE
ARE THE KEYS TO
FULFILL YOUR DREAMS
LIVE EACH DAY





David, you've accomplished so much!
We're so proud. Continued success
always. Chase your dreams and they will
come true. We love you so much.
Mom, Dad, Billy and Joseph
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Matthew David







have given us a
source of joy and
pride with each





Kate. You are the last
in a great series! We
love you, God Bless.
Mom and Dad
She's proud and humble, A strange blend of
shyness, pride, and conceit. A stubborn refusal to
bow to defeat In love with Ocean, the Earth and
the skies. Enamored with beauty wherever it lies.
Love Mom, Dad, Beth, and Eddie
Janet Aras
Janet, congratulations! We are so
proud of you and wish you the
best of luck in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Kate
m




You have made us so
proud. We couldn't









May you know how
proud we are of you
and how special you
are to us.
Love, Mom, Dad,
Tom, Kelley, Jim and
Katie
:m
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